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Notkin 
addresses 
Soviet issues 
By Jenny Apple 
News Assistant 
Boris Notkin, head anchorman for the 
Soviet television program "Good Evening 
Moscow," shared his views on the recent 
developments in the Soviet Union in a 
lecture last Thursday evening. 
"I will make mostly critical remarks about 
my country," said Notkin at the beginning 
of his lecture, but he warned the audience 
not to equate his comments with his feel-
ings toward the Soviet people of whom he 
said he is very fond. "Russians are vic-
tims," he explained, of totalitarianism, oras 
it is often called, bureaucratic socialism. 
The main problem that the Soviet Union 
faces today, he explained, is that every-
thing—universities, industries, hospitals, 
etc.—is state-owned, "which means that 
everything is inefficient and a huge waste." 
Two Hondas head 
for the body shop 
after an unfortunate 
meeting near 
Thompson Hall 
By Bruno Zalubil 
News Editor 
Union avenue was the 
scene of an automobile acci-
dent at2: 10p.m. on Tuesday 
in which two Puget Sound 
students were involved. The 
other is the spouse of a fac- 
ulty member. 
Apparently, the Grey 
Honda Accord pulled out of the Thompson 
parking lot into the path of an on-coming 
Honda CRX. Upon impact the Accord was 
propelled onto the stIet divider and the 
CRX was stopped bluntly in the middle of 
the road. 
The front of the CRX was bashed in with 
a dented hood and the Accord had a very 
large dent in its side which pushed the doors 
into the car about a foot. 
The head of the driver of the CRX went 
"Our primary task is privatization," said 
Notkin. The process is extremely difficult, 
however. He cited the difficulties experi-
enced by Czechoslovakia and Hungary-
both countries which can still recall capital-
ism—an advantage the Soviet Union lacks. 
splintered the windshield and came out of 
the crash with a large forehead contution. 
JBy Bruno Zalubil 
News Editor 
The Presidential Search Committee has 
met with the students and faculty to hear 
concerns thateach group has for the sucessor 
to Phil Phibbs as the President of the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound. With the help of 
Whittahl Management Group, Ltd. the adja-
cent official announcement has been pro-
duced to attract suitable candidates for the 
office. 
This document will appear in the 
Chronicle of Higher Education, Black Is-
sues in higher Education, and in Initia-
tives, the Journal of the National Associa-
tion of Women in Education. 
As the committee explains in an 
I 
Notkin explained that this transition is 
occurring slowly because "we lack people 
who can implement good decisions." Notkin 
has great respect for Gorbachev and com-
mented that "he liberated the country from 
see NOTKIN page 4 
s fenders 
acompanying memorandum, "We seek to 
attract the widest range of talented appli-
cants. Our objective is to fmd the best 
candidate available to meet the specific and 
particular leadership needs of the Universtiy 
of Puget Sound as we confront the chal-
lenges that lie ahead." 
Under the direction of Pete Whittall's 
executive search consultation company 
which is based in Federal Way, the commit-
tee has also begun to send letters to the 
presidents of all four year independent col-
leges in the United States—and various 
higher education associations and founds-
tons—to petition nominations for the va-
cancy. 
see SEARCH page 3 
Notkin: an 
interview 
1JBy David Fraazen 
Staff i'Vritcr 
Boris Notkin, anchorman for the So-
vict television show, Good Morning 
Moscow, spoke recently as part of the 
ASUPS lecture series aboutchanges oc-
curring in his cournry. This brief inter-
view was conducted before his speech. 
In the interview, NoUcin revealed part of 
his background, his activities during this 
summer's failed coup attcmnt, and some 
insight into mass inelia in the Soviet 
Union. 
How didyou becone ajournahst? 
At the beginning I met many interest-
ing people who I interpreted and I 
thought; it is a waste if I don't share my 
impressions, or loose an opportunity to 
interview such excellent PeoPle and pub-
lish the interview in a newspaper. 
So the Literary Gazette, which from 
my pointofview has been the best soviet 
publication - at least it was considered 
to be the most progressive, liberal in 
those years - published my interviews 
Wi lb five American congressmen . .. with 
top American physicists and (AmerAc.an 
hisiorians.) It was a very simple way, 
you talked to interesting people, and 
then you publish an interview with them 
Then I began to write my own impres-
sions, especially when I was abroad, so it 
was a rather simple approach. I would 
tell Sovietreaders what they don'tknow. 
After one of such publications I was 
invited as a guest speaker to Moscow 
channel and I was lucky because, a week 
bc.lore, the best, the most professional 
anchor-person had been sacked, because 
he was too radical for the government, 
and they offered me his job. So for three 
and a half years I have been anchorman 
and commentator for the Moscow chan-
ne.l. 
I/ow do people view the press in the 
Soviet Union; is it trusted, are people 
willing to talk to reporters? 
At least this is the most respected insti-
tuuon in my country and, since the judi-
ciary is very poor and very dependant 
and other governmental structures are 
either paralyzed or semi-disintegrated 
mass media is considered to be the last 
see INTERVIEW page 4 
Jorum 2nnouncemenl 
On Wednesday, Nov. 20, Maureen 
Howard, the executive director of the Mar-
tin Luther King Center will be part of the 
Forum called "Roofs for the poor: afford-
able housing and homelessness." The in-
formal discussion will be held at noon in the 
SUB boardroom. 
7 . 
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L lame 
Boris Notkin of Soviet television fame lectured at Pu get Sound about his country 
Union accident bends campu 
Both occupants of this car were taken to the 
hospital for precautionary measures. The 
driver of the Accord did not appear to be 
injured and remained at the scene. 
According to the police, the CRX was 
reported to have been going 60 miles per 
hour by an eye witness. But, the fault of the 
accident seems to have been with the driver 
of the Accord who may have pulled into the 
path of the CRX. 
Brian McGuire was upstairs in the Sigma 
Chi house when he heard a sound like 
"sheet metal being thrown around." 
g Apperently Brian John called in the acci-
dent. 
The Tacoma police were the first to be 
notified but Security Services were soon on 
the scene even though the accident was not 
on campus property. 
Presidential position advertised 
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Gripe table records an angry campus QRLD 
NMWS 
Yugoslav Forces advance on two 
Croatian Cities 
YUGOSLAVIA - The Serb-led 
Yugoslav army and Croatia's rebels fought 
in the streets for control of Vukovar, a key 
battleground in the Yugoslavian civil war. 
As Vukovar appeared on the verge of 
falling, the federal army also shelled 
Dubrovnik, with grenades falling in the 
historic center, setting fire to tourist hotels 
and yachts in the harbor, and casting huge 
clouds of smoke over the Adriatic port. At 
least 40 people were killed in the weekend's 
fighting despite Friday's announcement 
of european community sanctions against 
Yugoslavia and a suiprise appeal by the 
Serb-dominated Yugoslav leadership for 
U.N. peacekeepers in the secessionist re-
public. European community officials re-
ported the army was targeting the medievial 
heart of the Croatian city and said they 
would pull EC monitors for safety rea-
sons. (The Wall Street Journal) 
Baker asks Japan to broaden 
role in foreign politics 
JAPAN - Secretary of State James A. 
Baker called upon Japan to assume a more 
active role in protecting democracy and 
advocating free trade instead of relying on 
"checkbook diplomacy" to protect its nar-
row interests from foreign pressures. "We 
recognize that Japan's leaders, and its 
people, are now grappling with a difficult 
adjustment in Japan's world role," Baker 
said in an address to the Japan Institute of 
International Affairs. Separately, Baker 
asked for cooperation by Japan, China, the 
Soviet Union and the United States to help 
deCse tensions on the Korean peninsula. 
WlIe some politicians in the region have 
suested that Asia might form a regional 
grdp, Baker warned against"locking our-
selès into an overly structured approach." 
He argued, instead, for arrangements flex-
ible enough to accommodate "the vast 
geographic expanse, the diversity, and the 
multiple security concerns of East Asia 
and the Pacific." (The New York Times / 
the Wall Street Journal) 
Russian Legislators block Yeltsin 
Rule of breakaway region 
SOVIET UNION - The Russian parlia-
ment refused to endorse President Boris 
Yeltsin's order imposing emergency rule 
in the Muslim enclave within the Russian 
federated republic. Instead theparliamen-
tarians authorized him to pursue negotia-
tions with nationalists who have taken 
control of the region. The question of 
independence for 1.3 million people of 
the Chechen-Ingush autonomous region, 
less than 1 percent of the Russian republic's 
150 million, has become a central issue in 
Moscow. Mr. Yeltsin faces his first major 
crisis on an ethnic issue. Parliament's 
vote overrode Mr. Yeltsin's decision to 
confront the Chechen separatists. "It is 
necessary to resolve the situation, not by 
applying emergency measures, but by 
political means," said the declaration by 
legislators, who included most of Mr. 
Yeltsin's usually ardent backers.(The New 
York Times) 
Soviet economist calls for 
rescheduling of dept payment 
SOVIET UNION -Describing the So-
viet Union's foreign currency position as 
"very grave," the head of the nation's new 
economic management committee, Ivan 
Silayev, indicated that total foreign dept 
may be far greater than earlier reported, 
the Tass news agency said. Mr. Silayev 
also said that thata meeting with represen-
tatives of the Group of Seven industrial 
nations will be held on Sunday in Mos-
cow, adding, "There is hope that we will 
agree on the postponement of dept pay-. 
ment." Separately, a Federal U.S. agency 
has agreed to provide partial insurance for 
investments made by Americans in the 
Soviet Union. The insurance will cover 
cases of expropriation, political violence 
and currency convertibility problems for 
an American investment fund that plans to 
purchase $250 million worth of minority 
stakes in the commercial affiliates of So-
viet companies in the military industries. 
(The New York Times I The Wall Street 
Journal) 
World News editted by Mart hias Dezes  
By Jenny Apple 
News Assistant 
Students took the opportunity to share 
their gripes about the university at a gripe 
table setup by the Student Concerns Com-
mittee October 31. 
Of the 163 complaints made, 20 people 
cited the tuition increase as a concern. 
Some students suggested that tuition should 
only increase as inflation goes up; others 
maintained that the tuition of the university 
upon one's entrance should remain con- 
stunt throughout the time spent here. 
The second most frequent complaint made 
by students, comprising 15 of the gripes, 
was the inadequacy of the weight room, 
which students said was too small, poorly 
equipped, or unsafe. 
Eleven students complained about the 
site of this year's graduation, while seven 
cited over-watering of the grass on campus 
as a concern. 
Other complaints and suggestions made 
by four or more students each include the 
following: computer labs should be open  
later, students should receive credit for sci-
ence course labs, the SUB should mark its 
vegetarian meals more clearly, SUB food is 
too expensive, and there should be more 
parking spaces on or near campus. 
According to Lone Liebreich, co-chair-
person of the Student Concerns Commit-
tee, all of the gripes made by students will 
now be divided among committee mem-
bers to think about solutions and call people 
better qualified to address the concerns, 
such asFood Services. Then the committee 
will look at the complaints as a whole and 
decide which problems it can attempt to 
solve and which ones should be suggested 
to higher authorities. 
Liebreich noticed that while the com-
plaints appeared to be consistent with con-
cerns stated by students last year, "People 
seem to take it more seriously, which I think 
is an improvemenL" 
One difference from last year's gripes 
was the considerable concern about the 
weight room, which Liebreich said had 
been cited in the past, but not as "avidly." 
Other suggestions made by students in-
cluded installing change machines in the 
SUB and residence halls, putting a copy 
machine in the SUB forgeneral student use, 
and allowing the use ofmugs atthe espresso 
bar. 
While the gripe survey does not provide 
an extensive sample of students' concerns, 
Liebreich did note that all types of stu-
dents—on-campus, off-campus, first-year 
students to seniors—visited the table. "I 
think it is a fairly good representation," she 
said. 
Crimes on Cam - 
Nov. 5, 1991 through Nov. 12, 1991 
Nov. 5 	 12:55 p.m. 	 A student reported some personal articles taken 
from his locker in Warner Gym. The locker was 
not locked. 
Nov. 7 
	 12:15 p.m. 	 A studentreported his bicycle stolen from theracks 
near the south doors of the Library. The bicycle 
was locked to the rack with a padlock and cable. 
Nov. 11 	 8:30 a.m. 	 A large garbage can was reported missing from the 
basement of the SUB. 
Nov. 11 	 3:00 p.m. 	 Security responded to a report of a juvenile at- 
tempting to steal a bicycle near the Fieldhouse. The 
suspect had left the area when Security arrived, but 
was later found and detained near the SUB with 
another juvenile. Tacoma Police took the juveniles 
into custody. 
C L U B 
Tacoma's Hottest Party 
ays up the stairs at 
[.Shenanigan's! 
4 
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SEARCH from page 1 
Whittall, who has been on the job since 
mid-October, expained that his main pur-
pose is to keep the committee on track 
during the search. "I'm trying to serve as 
the arms and legs of the search committee." 
To facilitate this, one of the first things 
that he did was to interview the members of 
the committee to sort out the different views 
and opinions that the members have on the 
course that the search should take. 
Some applications and nominations have 
already been recieved, according toWhittall, 
but many more are expected in the coming 
days. The final decision will be made about 
the first week of December. 
He also predicts that when the committee 
gets further into the search process, there 
will be even more sorting of information 
and views than there is now. "As we get into 
this search," he said. "We'll have to look at 
the criteria." 
Then there will be a need to define the 
different terms that will be used in finding 
the applicant. For example, just what does 
the committee, the university, the Board of 
Trustees, and the applicant mean by saying 
that they are for liberal arts? Do all of these 
people mean the same thing to each of 
them? 
"What do the gray terms mean?" Whittall 
asked. "We need to describe the terms." 
Once the applications are collected he 
will begin a new process. "As we begin to 
work through the list of nominees," he 
explains, "my role will be to go through and 
sort out the applicants. Then, I will present 
them to the committee and they will argue 
with me." 
He finished by remarking, "This is not cut 
and dry." 
The committee expects to start reviewing 
applications this month and predicts that it 
will have thre to five finalists picked out by 
early March for the Board of Trustees to 
decide upon. 
The Senior 
Class Gift 
News 
he Presidential trth 10er in d 
PRESIDENT 
UNWERSITY OF PUGET SOUND 
Tacoma, Washington 
The Board ofTrusteesof the University ofPugetSound, through its Presidential Ssarch (olisiliirtcc, invites expressions of interest and 
nominations for the person to succeed our President, Philip M. Phibhs, who is retiring in 1992 after 19 years uldistinguished leadershi p. 
The University of Puget Sound, founded in 1888 by the United Methodist Church, is governed today by an independent Board 
Trustees drawn from a national constituency. The University has a carefully defined mission to excel nationally as a primarils 
undergraduate institution, small in size, predominantly residential, committed to teaching, educational qualiry, and personahicsl 
attention, effectively blending the liberal arts and sciences with selected profession ii 1 1 1 0,FMII I. iO 1.11 ned in p IOVei ic Ills III d1 ni 
quality and financial strength resulted in 1986 in a Phi Beta Kappa charter. 
P uget Sound has a student body of2600 undergraduates (50 9/b from outside \\ '.isli i igloo 5t.sts),Il id ap pr iv ni sic I p 8 sC) grad ii,ise si ud. isis 
(750 in the law school). The acadeissic progrant consists of the core cui ri Cii! uni and a predoissi oils ny liberal arts program is ih 
professional programs in bususess, education, law, music, and occupational/physical therapy. There are approximately 240 full-tine 
teaching faculty. The main campus consists of 95 acres and 37 buildings. The law school is located a few miles away in downtown 
lacoma and has its owis dedicated facility. The Visiversity his an operating budget of $60 millioms and an endowment of $62 inilliiiii. 
The Board of Trustees, through its Search Consmitree, seeks an outstanding person to lead the Universiry of Pugem Sound, who would 
have, ansoisg other qualifications, 
• a deep understaisding of and genuitse commitimsent to Lmnclergraduate liberal arts education, 
a record of leadership and accomplishnmenr in higher educatioms, 
• the ability to work effectively with all groups within the University and to provide decisive hut sensitive leadership for the University 
as .s whole, 
• the ability to assess and comnsuiticate persuasively the University's mission, needs, and strengths to diverse groups associated with 
the Uimmversity, including alunini, parcmsts, prospective students, goverismeist, corporations, foundations, and private donors, 
• a vision of the future of higher educariois in the United States and of the role of the private undergraduate liberal arts institution 
in that future, together with the ability to pursue that vision with courage and enthusiasm, 
• an appreciation of and respect for the unique qualities and values of the University of Puget Sound. 
The University earnestly eiscourages interested women and people of color to evaluate this opportuisity. The Search Comnsittee will 
begun the review ofc.andidates in November. Those wishing to noimsinate persons, and those who have imsterest themselves, should notify 
the Corn miii tree by fisrwardiisg nominations or vitae to 
Mr. Lowry Wyatt 
Chairnian of the Board of Trustees, and 
Chairniais of the Presidential Search Consmirtcc 
do Whmttall Management Group, Ltd 
720 South 333rd Street, Suite 102 
Federal Way, Washington 98003 
Phoise niquiries may be directed to Mi. Wyatt at (206) 924-2201, or to Mr.J. Peter Whittall, consultant to the Search Coissnsitree, at 
(206) 874-0710. 
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Committee is 
looking for ideas for the 1992 
Senior Class Gift. Stop by the 
table in the SUB or contact 
Tara Pearman at x4587. 
ihe Uszzversity of Puget Sound is an equal opportunity, 
affirmative action educator/employer. ~kThe Universitvof Puget Sound 
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Tuesday V 
 ro L 
Buck Night 
Rock 'n Roll to Classic Hit Music from the 
60's, 70's & 80's while you enjoy special $1 
prices on House Wine, Draft Beer and Well 
beverages! This is the party everyone can 
afford! 
Thursday 
YouCall4t Night 
The music you request, from Classics to the 
Newest Alternative and Progressive hits! 
Plus 
$2 You-Call-It Beverages 
& Food Specials! 
Learn to scuba dive for 
$85 and get college credit 
Call 588-8368 
PRO DIVERS SUPPLY 
9109 Veterans Dr. SW, Tacoma 
Open Monday 
- Saturday 12-8 
PDIC-NAUI-PADI certification available 
C.I. Shenanigan's, 3017 Ruston Way, Tacoma 
— 752-8811 
Club RIO Guests must be at least 21. I.D. Required. 
P&G professor Harmon Zeigler saved Chloe from the grips of death. 
S 
FUTOfl 
CW r8offm AMSC* 
I0% 
STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
SHOW CURRENT STUDENT I.D. 
	
TWIN SET 	 DOUBLE SET 
with 8' all cotton futon 	 with 8' all cotton futon 
	
$124. 
	 $2584o50 
/ 
YOUR STUDENT HEADQUARTERS!! 
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NOTKI N from page 1 	 of speech, however, which he said, 
totalitarianism." The lecturer also 
	 to the audience's amusement, "ha- 
called Yeltsin a hero. However, 
	 plies freedom after speech." 
he sees one of the Soviet Union's 
	 "Today everybody says what 
problems is that it does not have 
	 one likes," he explained, noting 
even "one top-class economist." 
	 that it is considered patriotic to 
Another problem that the Soviet 
	 criticize one's country because it 
Union faces according to Notkin 
	 reveals a genuine interest in im- 
is its ethnic un- 	 proving it. "Back 
rest. As a Rus- 
	
hnMA i 
sian citizen, he 
offered his 
own perspec-
tive of the an-
tagonism be-
tween groups: 
while every re-
public believes 
that Russians 
have robbed 
and exploited them, Russians be-
lieve the same of other republics. 
Notkin explained that Russian re-
sources are responsible for most 
of the Soviet Union's earnings, 
butat the same time they are at the 
bottom of all indices of standards 
of living. 
"It is not that these people robbed 
Russia or that Russia robbed 
them," observed Notkin. "It is that 
our... system robbed everybody." 
Of all the changes that have taken 
place in the Soviet Union recently, 
Notkin believes that glasnost has 
been the most positive develop-
ment. He cautioned the audience 
against equating it with freedom  
lflJflflflS# S UII }Jl JU 
ably 100% more 
critical," he con-
fessed. 
Another posi-
tive change in the 
Soviet Union 
that Notkin cited 
is a "tremendous 
revival in reli- 
gion." Ten years 
ago a student or professor could 
not be seen in a church without 
being expelled from the univer-
sity. "Today churches are full," 
Notkin explained, describing 
religion's positive impact on the 
morale of the Soviet people. 
Finally, Notkin turned his atten-
tion to the recent military coup. 
On August19, he said, "I woke up 
to the roar of tanks." One of the 
first things he observed about the 
junta that initiated the coup was, 
"They were very mediocre people 
who would not bring any good 
to the country." To describe his 
own emotional state at the time, 
Notkin said that it was as if "all of 
EBy Herman Westreich 
Guest Contributor 
Harmon Zeigler, a professor in 
the Politics and Government de-
partment has saved a life. 
Chloe, who Professor Zeigler 
has known for about a month, bit 
through a live power cord in his 
office last Thursday and went 
unconscious. Zeiglerremembers 
hearing a "loud desperate cry" 
from Chloe; when he found her 
she was on her back, twitching 
slightly and then motionless with 
her eyes rolled back into her head. 
Professor Zeigler has no first-aid 
knowledge but immediately be-
gan artificial respiration. After 
about ten to twelve seconds arti-
ficial respiration, Chloe coughed, 
opened her eyes and wagged her 
tail. Yes, ProfessorZeiglersaved 
the life of his new, three month 
a sudden everything is stolen and 
you then return to this very dark, 
totalitarian life ... ! never slept so 
well as on that night—sleep was 
the only medicine." 
Notkin offered his own expla-
nations for the coup's failure. He 
noted that the coup leaders were 
"badly informed" 
about the state of  
the country and 
old terrier-poodle mix. 
Professor Zeigler's advisees 
have always known him to be a 
explained that they underesti-
mated the "basic hope" of the 
Soviet people for a better future. 
The leaders also miscalculated 
how effective the young Soviets, 
"who were brought up without 
fear," would be in repelling the 
military. Finally, a third factor in 
lifesaver, now the rest of the cam-
pus knows it too. Kudos to Pro-
fessor Zeigler!! 
the coup's failure was the moral 
support provided by other nations 
like Great Britain and the United 
States in their media coverage of 
the developments. The Soviet 
people, he said, are "very thank-
ful to America for defending our 
budding democracy." 
a 
people robbed Russia 
or that Russia robbed 
them. It is that our 
system robbed every - 
body." 
a 
a. 
INTERVIEW from page 1 
disintegrated mass media is considered to ing houses in the Soviet Union now? 
be the last hope of the people. No, not as yet. Though most newspa- 
Last hopefor what? pers' publishers are the journalists who 
For example, a mother would come to work there. 
the newspaper if her son had been sen- What were you doing during the coup? 
tenced to prison for something he has not I tried to help to bring Mayor Popov or 
committed, or if, on the contrary, if the President Yeltsin to the homes of TV 
womanwhohasaseveredisea.sc isnotput viewers. I tried to persuade my TV au- 
in the hospital for an operation her daugh- thorities that it will be in their interests to 
ter would come to the newspaper or T.V. support the resistance to the coup and 
to ask for help. somehow I was successful because Mayor 
Are there more opportuniuesfor people of MoscowPopov, aleading Soviet demo- 
to becomejournalists now than there were crat, went on the air a day before the coup 
when you stoned? was over. He was on my show. 
Yes, first of all because there are many Did you broadcas:throughoutrhe coup? 
more newspapers and secondly because No, the coup started on Monday and 
they are ideologically independent from theyimmediatelysuspendedalllivcshows; 
the Communist party and a person can and my show is live. So, we appeared on 
express his or her own views. the air only on Wednesday, on the third 
What changes do you predict occurring day of the coup, when it was already 
in thefutureforrnedia in the Soviet Union, extinguishing. 
and how soon do you see any changes Were you asked to record something to 
happening? be broadcast? 
The most important change will be con- Yes, they asked me to go on the air and 
nected with privatization when all our just to say something in support of the 
mass media is no longer financed by the plotters, but I refused. 
state, so they will have to find other rev- What has happened to those that did 
enues. They will, like American newspa- cooperate? 
pers, dependon advertising. Anotherthing, Well, those people who cooperated ac- 
since there will be different social groups, tively with he mutineers have lost all 
farmers - I mean private farmers— and credibility. So, these people are not sacked 
entrepreneurs, there will be newspapers but, they are in a very precarious position 
that reflect more concrete interests, because they don't appear on the screen 
Are there any privately owned publish- though formally they are on the staff yet. 
CASCADt 
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Civic Chorus, Dean 
S Dodson, pre-pare for concert 
10 
[JBy Michelle Gange 
Staff Writer 
The thing I miss most about my under-
graduate years is not dorm life, nor is it 
standing in interminable registration lines. 
And it is certainly not SUB food. In fact, the 
only thing I really do miss about my under-
graduate years is the chance to sing in the 
Adelphian Concert Choir. I still love vocal 
music. That is why Ijoined the UPS Tacoma 
Civic Chorus. 
Civic Chorus is a diverse group of Tacoma 
area residents who range in age from under 
eighteen to over sixty. Its members include 
music teachers, housewives, firemen, pas-
tors, students, the desperately seeking em-
ployment, and even certain members of the 
UPS administration. We all have one thing 
in common, though: a love for choral mu-
sic. The chorus boasts membership of over 
one hundered, and is an audition-only group 
conducted by Adeiphian director, Dr. Paul 
Schultz. 
Every Tuesday night we trudge on over to 
Kilworth Chapel for a grueling two and 
three quarter hours rehearsal. In between 
rehearsals we dutifully practice our music 
and work on our solos. But this Sunday 
afternoon we will finally get to do some-
thing exciting. Yes, folks, we are having 
our first performance of the 1991-1992 
season! 
Our concert consists of two major works: 
Mozart's Regina Coeli, K. 276 and The 
Imperial of Lord Nelson Mass by Joseph 
Haydn. Guest soloists for the first work are 
four Adelphians: Dani Munsell, Soprano, 
Mollie Mannon, Alto, Doug "Tiny" John-
son, Tenor, and Darrell Hunt, Bass. The 
Haydn mass features selected soloists from 
the Civic Chorus including, get this, David 
Dodson, our very own Dean of Students. 
You probably know him as an effective 
liaison between students and administra-
tion, but did you know he could sing? Well, 
he can, and very well too, I might add! 
The concert begins at 4 p.m. this Sunday 
at Kilworth Chapel. Tickets are $4 for stu-
dents and $6 for the general public, so come 
support your community, your school, and 
your Dean of Students; expand your musi-
cal horizons. 
0 
0 
S 
High energy! Cool sophis-
tication! Long-time Happy 
Feet! It's The Great Tap 
Reunion - Wednesday, 
November 20-8 pm at the 
Pantages Theater. Bringing 
back one of America's most 
enduring dance forms, this dai 
and music review pulsates wiff 
talents of some of today's hoff 
stars, plus legendary masters a 
stage and screen. An ensemb 
dynamic jazz musicians lays down the 
rhythm for this high-spirited evening of tip top tap. 
Order your tickets right away! $20, $18, $16. 
There's no end to the magic! 
Sponsored by Merrill Lynch and Tacoma Urban League 
BROADWAY CENTER 
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS 
PANTAGES THEATER.RIALTO THEATER•JONES BUILDING 
901 BROADWAY, TACOMA.591 -5894 
DAY OF SHOW STUDENT/SENIOR RUSH $8.00 
Coupon per 
3 
_____ 
Lter" 	 rn 	 0 
"I have long felt that any 
reviewer who expresses rage 
and loathing for a novel is 
preposterous. He or she is like 
a person who has just put on 
full armor and attacked a hot 
fudge sundae or banana split." 
Kurt Vonnegut is one of the most blessedly funny writers that America 
has ever produced. In the spirit of Mark Twain, Vonnegut is a decid- 
edly American curmudgeon, exposing our foibles relentlessly. He is 
best known for his anui.war, goofily science fiction text Slaughterhouse 
Five. But he has written dozens of solid novels and hilarious short 
stories. He can always be counted upon for the dead-on caustic barb. 
9 
S. 
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CALENDAR 
Events Contained Within Our Own 
Ivy-Covered Halls 
Hansen and His Swinging Organ: Ed-
ward Hansen will perform little-known 
gems by American composers on the or-
gan in Kilworth Chapel. Friday! Free! 
Bombing Britain: John Boorman's bu-
colic reminiscences of his life in World 
War II Britain, Hope and Glory, is this 
week's campus film. See it Friday, Satur-
day, or Sunday evening. 
"When I'm 64" in the Great Hall: The 
University Jazz Band will be performing 
old favorites at 8 p.m. in the SUB. Satur-
day. Also free! 
Music in the Dust Bowl: The Grapes of 
Wrath is completing its final performances 
this weekend. Come see the magic Satur-
da ftemoon and evening and Sunday 
aft moon. Tickets are $4 for evening per-
fo: ances, $2 for matinees. 
we greater Tacky Town area 
Youths and Their Instruments: The 
Tacoma Youth Symphony will open its 
29th concert season at the Rialto Theater 
in the Broadway Symphony for the Per-
formingArtson Saturday, November 16th, 
at 7:30. They will be performing George 
Walker's Lyric for Strings, Haydn's Sym-
phony No. 90in CMajor, Copland's Our 
Town, and Dvorak's SymphonyNo. 6 in D 
Major. TIckets are only $5 for students; it 
pronises to be a true cultural event. For 
more information, call 627-2792. 
Experimental Theatre? In Tacoma?: 
As part of its New Soundings program, 
TAG is presenting a one-woman show, 
written and performed by Colleen Dod-
son. "Its eighteen different characters (and  
we do mean characters!) range from a 
young professional to a runaway Texan 
housewife to the madam of an "exenise 
club" to a cosmetics saleswoman (who 
used to be a man) to the saleswoman's 
prom date from before the big change!" 
The play is being directed by Beth Henley, 
who wrote Crimes of the Heart, and The 
Miss Firecracker Contest. Tickets are 
$20.00, but rush tickets for students go on 
sale one half hour before the show for only 
$7.50. For information, call 272-2145. 
In the big capital of the state 
Experimental film? In Olympia?: As 
part of the Olympia Film Festival, which 
features some of the oddest films ever 
made, Salmonberries will be showing this 
Friday, November 15th, at 7:30. Salmon-
berries was directed by Percy Adlon, who 
also made the alternately bizarre and won-
derful Bagdad Café. His latest film stars 
k.d. lang as ". . an androgynous half-Inuit, 
half-white orphan who blossoms through 
a remarkable friendship." Now doesn't 
that make you want to go see it? The film 
festival continues through Sunday, and 
plays at the Capitol Theatre in Olympia. 
As usual, for more information, call 754-
6670. 
Way up in the big city up north 
Burittos, Fajitas, and Pitas: This Sun-
day, from2 to 5p.m., you'll get admission, 
food-tasting, live ethnic orchestras, and a 
copy of the 1992 Let's Eat Ethnic coupon 
book; all for only fifteen dollars! Sample 
foods from 36 of Seattle's best ethnic 
restaurants. The coupon book also gets 
you 20% off at ethnic shops in the city. It 
will all take place in the Dome Room of the 
Arctic Building (700 3rdAve, 3rdFloor)-
call for tickets at 328-9204. 
Music from Italy: The Early Music Guild 
of Seattle will present an evening of Re-
naissance culutre, in a program entitiled: 
The Passions of the Madrigal and Festival 
Music in Renaissance Italy. It takes place 
at the Central Lutheran Church (located at 
1710 11th Avenue) on Sat. at 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets are $6 for students. Call 325-7066. 
E S SCHWABMOM_  wmwwm~ 
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* Free Tire Rotation 
*FreeAlrCheck 	 Otft'4JI$2O6  116 
* Free Re-Balance 	 utaiMfl 4MOVA 
* Free Tire inspection 	 '' 
These Free Warranty Services are 
honored at over 170 Northwest Locations 
Sixth & Orchard 
Across from K Mart 
756-9699 
46 
r 
C 
s Tires 
." Free Warranty batteries 
Services 	 ve Shocks 
* Free Tire Replacement. fIrst 25% 
v' Alignment
And More 
* Free Flat Repair (Passenger Only) 
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• 	 klip n' save 
spent on making movies. Every year Holly-
wood gives birth to a film that breaks some 
record.The viewing public is treated to the 
most expensive movie ever, highest gross-
ing film ever or most number of extras 
killed. Given all this attention placed on 
creating the biggest and mostest films ever, 
one wonders why American cinema con 
sumers don't demand more from their the-
aters. 
The typical American movie house isjust 
that: typical. The average American movie 
costs about six dollars and is viewed at an 
average American multi-screened 
LIBy David Franzen 
Staff Writer 
For those of you tired of the monstrous, 
boring theater norm created by the gears of 
commerce, there is an alternative. The Nep-
tune Theater in Seattle's University Dis-
trict is a delightful break from the ordinary. 
Every year, more and more money is 
Neptune offers religious film experience 
One example of hard-to-find films at the 
Neptune is the director's cut of Riddley 
Scott's science fiction classic Blade Run-
ner (starring Harrison Ford, Rutger Hauer, 
and Sean Young). It was scheduled to be 
released November 3. Although Warner 
Brothers decided at the last Viinute not to 
release the film yet, the original version, 
which was shown instead at the Neptune, 
may have been released for the last time. 
This Saturday, the Neptune is showing 
two 3-D adult films, including M3 -D, "The 
frstadult comedy in 3-D," according to the 
theater. 
Even if comedic pornography in three 
dimensions isn't exactly what your looking 
for, the Neptune offers a cornucopia of 
unusual, quality films each month. A sched-
ule of the theater's shows is available in the 
Seven Gables Gazette/Neptune Film 
Calender,which you can pick up at the 
theater for free. You can also hear a re-
corded listing by calling the theater at 633- 
5545. 
t 	 :I 	
o pre- 
merely 
f o r 
mass consumption. The elaborate, decora-
tive marquee outside tells passersby that 
this theater, and the U. District itself, is 
someplace different and special. Inside, 
your way to the one screen and viewing 
area is lit by wavy sea-green neon behind 
glass brick, and the walls are decorated 
with foreign and classic movie posters. 
Through the round porthole in the door to 
the viewing area you get a sneak preview of 
the theater's splendor. You push open the 
door and are surrounded by sea-green and 
gold majesty. 
The walls are lined with decorative arch-
ways filled with playfully colorful, back- 
"cineramma." Film viewers file inexorably 
into huge, Orwellian concrete buildings 
surrounded by endless asphalt parking lots, 
and sit between tacky utilitarian concrete 
walls with their feet stuck to the floor. 
The Neptune Theater is a place where 
cinema 
DAILY EAfi 
FRIDAY LA 
I 
I! 
You turn your head toward the altar. The 
Neptune was created for theater, for you 
can see the outline of the stage behind the 
screen, which appears to be a horizontal 
black monolith from Stanley Kubrick's 
2001. The flat abyss of the screen almost 
ruins the aesthetics, but the overpowering 
atmosphere of the place tells you that this 
wide 70mm. size screen will show you 
something special. 
Indeed, the cinematic cuisine offered at 
the Neptune is as varied and exotic as its 
atmosphere—a far cry from the fast food 
films you find at strip mall theaters. 
The Neptune features an array of foreign 
films, from Italian erotics to Japanese ani-
mation, documentaries, classic, non-main-
stream films and musical extravaganzas 
likePinkFloyd's The WallandJimillendrix 
at the Isle of White (both featured in Octo-
ber.) 
SHOWS 	 •. 
SHOWS 
lit, stainedglass scenes of the sea
-god Nep-
tune with his trident. The eyes move up the 
walls to the line of Neptune heads, com-
plete with glowing eyes, and the elabo-
rately ornamental gold colored ceiling. You 
get the feeling that this is a house of wor-
ship, someplace created to pay homage to 
something powerful and divine: the power 
itmber 'Thie 
Wednesday, 
November 20 
6:30-7:30 pm 
The Rotunda 
UPS orientation tradition. 
Rockin' blues, jazz., folk due. 
ASUPS Showcase presents.... A big, ­ bold Bullshot 
Crummond (and pottery) 
I. 
ALI,ve & WeU 
Tuesday, 
November 26 
6:00-7 :OOpm 
The Rotunda 
A con-FUSION of assorted 
R&B and fusion tunes. 
Classics and originals. 
I. 
I. 
Thursday, December 5 
6:00-7:60pm 
The Rotunda 
Jewish music from around 
the world. 
Chutzpa that can't be missed. 
Co-sponsored by Special Events. 
Tka Ma ~a lfona 
All shows are FREE. 
I) 
1By Angel Overbaugh 
Staff Writer 
The Tacoma Little Theatre is presenting 
an ambitious evening ofartand comedy for 
the residents of this sometimes sleepy and 
always bizarre little town. A performance 
of Bulishot Crum,nond is prefaced by a 
retrospective of the ceramic artofF. Carlton 
Ball. 
Ball is best known for his enormous pots, 
but several of his lazy dragons and castles 
are also on display. The 
show presents the best 
samples of his work from 
simple hanging trumpets 
and necklaces to the larg- 
est of thrown pots. Famil- 
iar to Puget Sound's Ce- 
	 1 ramics department, B al l is 
a noted local artist who has 
received world-wide ac- 
claim for his work. His ret 
rospective is enough of a THE 
treat to encourage play- 
goers to arrive twenty min- 
utes early. 
The performance of Bulishot Cruminond 
is the high light of the evening. This com-
edy, set in 1933, is the best and most outra-
geous send-up of depression-era radio dra-
mas that I have ever seen. Hugh "Bullshot" 
Crummond (Mark Lewington) is the de-
fmitive B ritish hero, who, despi te his own 
clumsiness, manages to save the world from 
the evil Otto Von Bruno Q. Howard Boyd). 
Lewington is perfec t as Bullshot, carrying 
Bullshot Crummond runs every Friday 
and Saturday night until November 23 at 
the Tacoma Little Theatre, 210 N. I Street. 
Or call at 272-2481. Go see it. 
the play to its most humorous momen ts , 
and giving the audience a somewhat ob-
scene view of B riti sh humor. 
Boyd is deft and sinister in his difficult 
role of Von Brunno, the German spy sent to 
diabolically pick the brain of the doddering 
Professor Fen ton (David A. Starkwea ther). 
But Alex Lewington ste als the show. Play- 
ing the homely daughter of Professor 
Fenton, Ms. Lcwington has a firm grasp on 
the spinster Rosemary,who steals Bullshot's 
heart. And along the way, 
she provides the audience 
OMA with a comedic perfor-mance that, in itself, is worth the price of the ticket. Bullsliot Cruminond is a 
• T play that is complex to per- form, but this cast handles 
its difficulties well. 
Starkweather has the al-
most impossible task of at 
least one dozen quick 
changes, but he shows him-
self as a versatile and hu-
morous performer none- 
theless. On such a small stage, the special 
effects and set design can only add to the 
complexities of the play, but the crew does 
a good job of shifting from one scene to 
another. 
been put in "model villages," which Calli 
explained as the basic equivalent of con-
ceniration camps; 1 million peasants have 
been displaced; 300,000 are refugees 
abroad. Between March 1982 and May 
1983 440 villages were destroyed and 
15,000 people died. 
Worst by far are the massacres of peas-
ants the government commits in the name 
women's organizations and concerned uni-
versity students under one umbrella. Last 
year their conference bore the title "Self-
Discovery of Our America." This October, 
300 delegates from 27 countries met in 
Guatemala under the banner of "500 years 
of Indigenous Resistance." 
October's conference was highlighted by 
a demonstration on Oc- 
S 
S 
A. bid a piece of tape 
up to your eyes, dim the lights 
and try to fill out your taxes. 
Now you're seeing things from 
her point of view. 
For this woman its poor eyesight, for 
someone else it might be arthritis or 
maybe they just can't cope. The fact is, 
last year 4 million Americans got the 
help they needed from IRS Volunteer 
Assistance Programs. 
If you have the desire to help and a 
basic aptitude for math, you could 
become a part of the IRS Volunteer 
Assistance Programs. So volunteer and 
please call 1800 829-1040. 
Volunteer and make someone's 
taxes less taxing. 
A Pubhc Serce of 
	
Internul 
Thy Pubwat,on & 
	
- Revenue 
Service 
0 
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Simple  Meals spotlights abuses in Guatemala 
LBy Sara Freeman 
Features Editor 
With their audience dining on rice and 
beans, Francisco Calli and Gregorio Coy, 
both Guatemalan Indians, spoke at the first 
Simple Meals Program on November 7. 
Their topic was "Land and Equality for 
Indigenous People," but their theme was 
the overwhelming need to stop human nghts 
abuses in Guatemala. 
Sponsored by the Honors Program in 
conjunction with the 
Politics and Govern-
ment Department, 
the Simple Meals 
program started with 
the idea that people 
should do more than 
talk about world hun-
ger. Those who at-
tended the lecture 
could donate money 
or points to be given 
to Oxfam and Peace 
Lutheran Kitchen,re-
spectively a world-
wide and a local hun- 
r nrPvntinn vr- 
ciation. 
	
Coy and Calli were translated by Profes- 	 them. 
	
sor Maria Christina Urrela, a native Guate- 	 "We believe if we or- 
	
malan, though Calli did speak some En- 	 ganize as a people and 
	
glish. Both men came as representatives of 	 as a community, we can 
	
the Guatemalan Peasant Committee of the 	 protect ourselves 
	
highlands. They were accompanied by 	 against human rights 
	
Olivia Watt, a volunteer representative of 	 violations," he said. 
	
Sixth Sense and Nisqua, two local peace 	 The result of this need 
	
reach you in the United States." For in- 	 tinental Campaign or- 
	
of human rights abuses in the world. He 	 lemsof peasants inCen- 
	
wanted to tell of the "news that doesn't 	 tral America, the Con- 
	
stance, in the past thirty years 45,000 Gua- 	 ganizedpeasantgmups, 
	
Guatemala,is the main program that brought 	 the Continental Cam- 
	
that Guatemala has one of the worst records 	 addressing the prob- 
	
and justice organizations. Nisqua, a net- 	 to organize is a two 
	
work in solidarity with the people in 	 year-old organization, 
	
Calli and Coy to the United States to speak. 	 paign. Started in Co- 
Coy began the lecture by pointing out lumbia at a convention The itleti is to ilo more than talTkjthout hunger by sharing a Limp Ce 
meal of beans, rice, and water atulto contribute the cost of a sub 
meal, through point ilonations, to Cocal and wor&iwitie hunger 
relief organizations. 
Si#mpfe Meats 
	
temalans have disappeared; 45,000 have 	 Christian groups, 
Decision making class publishes 
UPS association, club pamphlets 
of an anti-communist movement and the tober 12th against the 
civilian patrols that people are forced to quincentenial of Co- 
work in. The civil- lumbus' 'discovery' of 
government uses to 
make brother spy 
upon brother to keep 
any group from or-
ganizing to improve 
the peasants' condi-
tions. 
Coy charged that 
human rights abuses 
happen every day in 
Guatemala. The 
purpose of his 
speaking tour is to 
draw attention to 
ian patrols are un- 	 America. The delegates 
paid military orga- 
	 also attended seminars 
nizations that the 
	 and lectures on tonics 
like democracy, life 
and land, neo-colonial-
ism and colonialism, 
human rights and 
women's rights. Coy 
characterized Central America as going 
through a new awakening, realizing that the 
needs of the indigenous population have 
been ignored since the European discovery 
of the new world. Now, his goal is to make 
those needs heard. 
"We've had no voice and no one was 
listening," said Coy, "It is necessary to 
speak after 500 years of silence." 
Some places are starting to hear the cry 
"People should 
than talk 
hunger" 
man rights viola-
tions in their country. After their tour, Coy 
will be able to return to Guatemala safely, 
but Calli cannot return because if he does, 
the military will look for him and kill him. 
With this sobering thought and an end to 
the homely rice and beans, the first Simple 
Meals program accomplished its aim of 
taking its audience beyond their well-pro-
vided world. 
and respond. Last year, the U.S. cut aid to 
Guatemala because of the human rights 
abuses, but Calli feels this was only a sym-
bolic gesture because the Guatemalan gov -
ernment still receives non-official aid from 
the U.S. Instead of sending money, the U.S. 
sends helicopters, medical supplies and ra-
tions. 
Calli and Coy 
closed the lecture 
by answering 
questions and re-
minding everyone 
concerned that in-
ternational pres-
sure on 
Guatemala's gov-
ernmentis the sur-
est way to end hu- 
3 
By Shelly Simpson 
Staff Writer 
As a part of a group decision making 
class, five students have been involved in 
promoting media fully describing the cur-
rent clubs and associations on the UPS 
campus. 
Under the instruction of Jeff Kerssen, 
assigned groups of about five people were 
to select a project from one of the following 
categories: group observation, field or lab 
experience, or action enterprise which pro-
motes a change on campus. Stephanie 
Dombek, Doug Lyons, Michelle Aucutt, 
Todd Saier, and Jenny Bird formed a group 
which brainstormed an idea for an informa-
tional project. 
The goal of this group is to publish a one 
page pamphlet containing vital informa-
tion concerning the 25-30 active groups at 
UPS. The publication will be made up of 
brief summaries stating the purpose of the 
organization, meeting times, cost (if any), 
time commitment, and a phone number 
where students can contact someone to find 
out more specific details if interested. 
Dombek's group felt that students need to 
be made aware of the activities available to 
students. ASUPS provideda listofclubs to 
the students to begin with, but Lyons felt 
that this "didn't provide accurate informa-
tion." Group members hope that this will 
provide easier access to information that 
may have been limited to students in the 
past. Dombek stated that many of the 
groups to be explained in the publication 
have 10 or less members and are excited for 
the advertisement and hope for expansion 
once people are informed of their purpose. 
These five students have requested fund-
ing from Senate for their publication, but 
Senate has been hesitant to approve. They 
were hoping to receive about $50 which 
would fund the printing of about 2800 cop-
ies to be distributed to students campus 
wide. The students are even willing to 
contribute some funding themselves. If 
this mass publication cannot be made pos-
sible, the students hope to post copies in 
key places so the information will still be 
available to students. 
"The success of the project may depend 
on what media is available," stated Lyons. 
Ll 
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Students build Habitat for Humanity group on campus 
Habit atfor Humanity is an "ecumenically based organization" dedicated to helping the less 
fortunate. A branch was recently opened on campus. 
.; itiy jenny Apple 
News Assistant 
Being active in the community is a ôom-
mitment taken literally by Habitat for Hu-
manity, an organization on campus that 
devotes itself to actually building houses 
for families in need. 
This is the first year for Puget Sound's 
Habitat for Humanity group, which is one 
of many campus chapters in this interna-
tional organization. The group has a base 
membership of about 60 students, faculty, 
and staff, and a steering committee of 10 to 
10 15 students. Dan Vera, Universi ty Lay Cam-
pus Minister and Coordinator of Peace and 
Justice Affairs, coordinates the chapter. 
Says Vera of the group's membership, 
"The interest is in actually going out and 
doing the work." The physical involvement 
11 nity is more important to its members than 
in bringing about changes in the commu- 
simply attending meetings. 
According to Vera, Habitat for Humanity 
is an "ecumenically based organization" 
founded in 1976 to provide affordable hous-
ing for those in need of homes. What is 
interesting about the organization, believes 
Vera, is that "instead of going into the 
community and building houses for people, 
it integrates the people in need in the pro-
gram." The families selected to receive 
homes are involved in the construction of 
their own house and agree to volunteer a 
cm' 
certain amount of time to help build another 
family's home. Vera calls Habitat for Hu-
manity "an empowering organization as 
opposed to just a welfare organization." 
Besides building houses, a focus of Habi-
tat of Humanity is "raising consciousness 
about the problems of affordable housing," 
said Vera. To achieve this goal, the group is 
planning an informational campaign for the 
week before Thanksgiving. As part of the 
campaign students will construct and live 
in shanties in front of the SUB. The shanties 
will be built Tuesday, November 19, and 
dedicated at 1:00 p.m. on Wednesday. 
Students will actually live in the shanties 
throughout the week. Other students may 
sponsor them for the time that they spend in 
the shanties, and the proceeds will go to-
ward building houses in the community. 
According to Tanya Miller, vice president 
of the campus chapter, the group hopes to 
raise $2000 through donations, pledges, 
and T-shirt sales to build a house in the 
north end of Tacoma. Also during this week 
Habitat for Humanity is planning to pro-
vide the campus with a "guerrilla blitz" of 
information about homelessness and hous-
ing. Finally, the group plans to bring sev-
eral speakers top, including Maureen 
Howard, the director of the Martin Luther 
King Ecumenical Center which is the larg-
est provider for homeless people in Tacoma. 
The organization is hoping that the cam-
pus will become more aware of the serious 
problem of affordable housing in the coun-
try. Vera explained, "Students, faculty, and 
staff really need to realize that we have an 
enormous challenge ahead of us and this 
isn't a matter of. . . 'them, those homeless 
people." 
"We're really not facing up to what our 
realities are," said Vera. "Affordable hous-
ing costs are just spiralling astronomically 
in this country. This is a problem that's 
going to get worse unless we confront it in 
some way, in any way." 
Presently, the organization is working 
with the county chapter of Habitat for Hu-
manity on projects in the community. It 
would like to be a facilitator for other cam-
pus organizations that want to become in-
volved in community service activities. 
Sigma Nu and Younglife are some of the 
groups on campus that have worked with 
Habitat for Humanity to devote some time 
to helping build houses. Students who would 
like to help with Habitat for Humanity 
projects can sign up at its table in the SUB 
over the next several weeks or talk to any 
members. 
Also in Habitat for Humanity's plans for 
the future is an "alternative spring break," 
in which students would raise funds and 
spend a week at a project site building 
houses or other facilities like day care or 
community centers. 
Noted Vera, the time that members de-
vote to the organization is in actually help-
ing construct houses. "You actually get to 
go and help out. It's a real productive feel-
ing," says Miller of this kind of involve-
ment. 
Commented Vera, "I think that brings a 
sense of accomplishment that really can't 
be met in any other way." 
I 
Habitat Week: Not Just Numbers! 
Shanty Buildirw 	 Tues. Nov. 19th 
Maureen Howard. Director of Martin Luther Kina Center 
Wed. Nov. 20 in SUB Boardroom 
Shanty Dedication 	 Wed. Nov. 20 at 1 pm in the SUB Courtyard 
Shirley Shultz. National office of Habitat in Georuia 
Tues, Nov. 26 in SUB Boardroom 
ker or kick the habit: 
S The GreatAmerican Smokeout encourages abstinence 
Heather Hopp 
Layout Editor 
It can cost up to $30,000 in service fees for a family to adopt 
a healthy baby, and can take years for the paperwork to go 
through. If you prefer to adopt a cat from the Humane 
Society, it can put you out up to $45 with a week's wait if you 
request the animal to be neutered. But next week you can 
adopt a smoker with no fee or wait whatsoever. 
The Great American Smokeout, a national program de-
signed to encourage smokers to quit for a day, will be 
promulgated on the UPS campus by the Student Health and 
Awareness Club. On Thursday of next week smokers will be 
encouraged to turn in their cigarettes at the Student Health 
table in the SUB and be "adopted" for the day by a non-
smoker. The non-smoker will encourage their adoptee by 
giving her or him care packages and verbal support through-
out the day. 
"It does work for some people," said club member Jessi 
Reid about the fifteen year old Smokeout, "some people stop 
for that day or for three days afterward, or even end up 
quitting." 
Potential adopters and adoptees can come together to the 
SUB after 8:00 am on November 21 to sign the adoption 
papers and receive instructions on how to have a successful 
smoke-free 24 hours. 
The Student Health and Awareness Club, headed by Shari 
L.arkin, is also active in National College Alcohol Awareness 
Week and the spring Fitness Week. 
a 
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Become a Student Cardmember today and 
get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines, 
for only $129 or $189 each. 
Only the American Expres? Card offers an exciting travel program 
exclusively for students—including three roundtrip certificates on 
Continental Airlines. And much, much more. 
Just look at the map and pick the place you'd like to visit. If 
it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate 
to fly for only $129* 
 roundtrip. Or you can cross the 
Mississippi for $189 roundtrip. 
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the 
48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-
because there are no blackout dates. But you must 
make your reservations within 14 days of the day you  
leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include 
a Saturday night. 
By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other 
benefits from the American Expres? Student Privi1eges Program. 
Such as up to 30 minutes** 
 of MCI long-distance calling every month 
for an entire year—absolutely free. And that's just one example of 
how the Card can help you save. 
For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And 
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account 
number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's 
easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may 
ever be again. 
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new terri-
tory on either side of our Great Continental Divide. 
Minneapolis;St. Paul, St. Louis and New Orleans are considered cities east of the Mississippi River. 
•Acredit of up to $370 for calls will appearon each billing statement for 12 months after enroll-
ment. $3.70 is equal to the charges for a domestic 30-minute night/weekend MCI Card Compati 
bility call and appropriate surcharges You must enroll for this service by December 31, 1991. 
Ll 
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- Logger setter Leslie Ota goes to her knee to place this set during the match against visiting Lewis and Clark state 
Running back Gary McCurzy shakes off a would-be Lute tackler en route to a touchdown. 
PLU filches victory from Loggers 
EJTrail News Services 
After the first quarter the Loggers knew 
they were in fora long day. Pacific Lutheran 
scored on its first three possessions, run-
ning out to a 21-0 first quarter lead on their 
way to a 49-13 victory over Puget Sound at 
Sparks Stadium last Saturday. 
The loss dropped the Loggers to 1-4 in 
league, 2-5-1 overall. Pacific Lutheran 
moved to 7-1 overall and a step closer to the 
playoffs. Lutes head coach Frosty Westering 
garnished his 200 victory with the win over 
the Loggers. 
"PLU was defmitely the better team," 
noted Logger assistant Mike Durnin. "They 
are a class organization and we express our 
congratulations to Frosty Westenng for his 
achievement." 
The Lutes got on the board with 9:52 left 
to go in the first quarter on a quick pitch 
taken by running back Aaron Tang for 48 
yards and a touchdown. On their next 
drive, the Lutes Marc Weekly connected 
with receiver Doug Burton on a 32 yard 
touchdown pass. Running back Chad 
Barneti finished out the scoring in the first 
quarter with a 62 yard touchdown reception 
from weekly. The Lutes extended the mar- 
see FOOTBALL page 12 
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Volleyball team to host districts 
Loggers steal home court advantage from LCS 
lJTrail News Services 
In a textbook use of teamwork, the Puget Sound women's 
volleyball team made quick work of Lewis and Clark State 
last Friday at the Memorial Fieldhouse, capturing the 
NAIA District 1 regular season title. 
Led by Senior Leslie Ota, junior Melissa Goellner and 
freshman standout Heidi Moritz, the Loggers (8-2 in dis-
trict, 24-15 overall) snatched home court advantage in 
hosting the NAIA District 1 Tournament on November 15-
16 at Memorial Fieldhousc. 
Otaran the offense smoothly, finishing with 57 assists and 
5 kills. Five different Loggers had 10 kills or more includ-
ing freshman Moritz with 18, Diane Eidenberg and Tarn 
Griffin had 16 a piece, Goellner added 13, and Nancy 
Volkel finished with 12. 
Earlier last week on Tuesday, November 5th, Puget 
Sound traveled to Portland, Oregon to battle the number 
two ranked team in NCAA Division II 
- Portland State 
University. The host Vikings dispatched of the Loggers in 
three straight games, 8-15, 3- 15, 4-15. 
The Logger offense never got on track, dropping their 
second contest to Portland State this year. Leading the 
Loggers in kills is Moritz with eight. Eidenberg added 11 
digs. 
Coach Robert Kim ended the regular season with a 216-
87 record (.713 winning percentage) and his seventh con-
secutive 20-plus win season at the helm of the Logger 
volleyball program. 
In the District tournament this Friday at 7:30 Puget Sound 
will be the Number one seed and play the winner of the 
! preliminary match between Simon Fraser and Whitworth 
(the No. 4 and No. 5 seeds). 
CD Central Washington is the Number two seed in the tour-
nament, and Western Washington is Number three. The 
sixth and final spot will be determined in a match between 
Lewis and Clark State and Pacific Lutheran. 
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University  
SHOP'RITE 
 #1 Choice for: 
Deli SpecialsH 
2 Liter 	 $ .79 
• 
 
.50 0 Off any 
	 item ¶r 	 5 Inch $ .99 
20 OFF ~4 
	 Peanut Butter 
(Prices Good Through Nov. 19, 1991) 
Valid With A.S.B. Card Only 
BASKETBALL 
STARTS 
VOLLEYBALL 
Women's 
Alumnigame 
Sunday 
11-16-91 
Women 2:00 PM 
Men 	 4:00 PM 
At the Fleidhouse 
e,t4eaeew4 
.
N.A.I.A. District 1 
Champs 
Good Luck in Playoffs 
FOOTBALL 
UPS 	 13 	 PLU 	 49 
6th & Union 
4 short blocks 
from campusil 
OPEN: 6 A.M. 
- 1 P.M.I! 
Check It Out! 
UNIVERSITY•SHOP RITE•3601-6th Avenue•Tacoma, WA 98406•(206) 759-9652 
L 
a 
STUDENT 
SURVIVAL 
KITS 
Now available 
at the Deli 
Ask for Them 
Very-Limited 
Quantity 
Available 
'I 
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Record-breaker Rich Butler 
•..........S......... 
FOOTBALL from page 11 
gin to 35-0 before the half ended. 
The Loggers got on the board in the sec-
ond half when running back Gary McCurty 
rushed for 17 yard touchdown early in the 
third quarter. After a poor punt by the 
Lutes, the Loggers got on the scoreboard 
again when Quarterback Jason Olson hit 
Larry Bellinger on a 10-yard pass for the 
fmal score of the afternoon for the Loggers. 
The Lutes added two more touchdowns for 
the final score of 49-13. 
FÔthe Lutes, Weekly ended the day 9 of 
14 & 185 yards passing and gained 35 
yart1'rushing. The Lutes had 11 different 
bach carry the ball. Aaron Tang led all 
rushers with 58 yards on the day. 
Gary McCurty ended the day with 112 
yards on 21 carries, earning him Flakey 
Jake player of the week award and in-
creased his season total to 922 yards in 
1991. Olson went 13 of 34 for 168 yards 
and one touchdown for the Loggers. Todd 
Cooley had another fine afternoon punting, 
fmishing with an average of 37.1 on seven 
kicks.  
witH tHe WasHington Huskies. Butler fin-
ished with a time of 2:07.30. 
"I was kind of surprised I beat the record," 
Butler said."! guess swimming against that 
kind of competition brings the best out of 
everyone." 
Butler's coach, Don Duncan will be ex-
pecting a little bit more from the men's 
team this year. Duncan has added a couple 
Attend 
RIGOS CPA 
Review 
Our 42 class program is offered in 
Tacoma at U.P.S. Law School 
beginning November 30th, 
transfers and a whole bunch of freshmen to 
the mix that he hopes will bring a national 
championship. This year, Nationals will be 
held in Canton, Ohio. 
The men and women swim team both 
split dual meets last week, beating 
Willa.mette and the Evergreen State Col-
lege at Wallace pool on Friday November 
9th. However, against perennial Pac-lO 
power- the University of Washington, the 
Loggers lost in Seattle on Saturday, No-
vember9th. 
In the dual meet at home, coach Chris 
Myhre's women's team piled up 114 points 
and posted three new records on route to 
their victory. Records that fell include the  
400 meter medley relay, the 400 meter 
freestyle relay, and Ronda Blair's broke an 
individual record with a time of 28.05 in the 
50 freestyle as the women won eight of 11 
events. Blair was the only winner in the 
meet against the University of Washington 
with a time 2:11.29 in the 200 individual 
medley. 
The men's team set two records in their 
victory at home. John Weiland won the 800 
meter freestyle in a record time of 8:38.57 
while junior Mark Hendrickson broke the 
time in the 50 meter freestyle with a time of 
24.27. Butler was the lone member of the 
men's team to garnish a victory against the 
Huskies. 
I 
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NO GIMMICKS - 
EXTRA INCOME NOW! 
ENVELOPE S11JFFING —$600- $800 evely weet - 
Free Details: SASE to 
Brooks International, Inc. 
P.O. Box 680605• Orlando, FL 32868  
KIM For further 
PROFESSIONAL  
EDUCATION 	 information call: 
PIXiRAMS,L1T) 	 (206) 624-0716 
a' 
WALKING DISTANCE --9 BLKS. 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
Haircut, Perm, Color, etc. 
Kaelin's Hair Design 
Est. 1987 
Mon - Sat, 9-6 	 Call for appointment 
3109 SVxth Avenue 752-5517 
SI 
SI 
I 
Junior Anne Pamplin encourages the crowd to cheer while trying not to topple the pyramid. 
0 
CD 
Varsity Swimming  
CENTRAL WASHINGTON (M) 
LINFIELD COLLEGE 
Husky Invitational 
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH 
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIV. (M) 
Univ. Of California-Davis (W) 
University of Pacific (W) 
Oregon State University (W) 
UNIV. OF B. C. 
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 
Pacific Lutheran University 
Central Wash. University 
NAIA National Championships 
at Linfield College 
NAIA National Championships at 
C.T. Branin Natatorium 
HOME-6:00 
HOME —4:00 
Aquatic Center 
HOME— 4:00 
HOME -1:00 
Away - 3:00 
Away —2:00 
Away —7:00 
HOME-6:00 
HOME— 1:00 
Away —7:00 
Away —7:00 
Away - All Day 
Away—All Day 
Nov. 
Dec. 
Jan. 
Feb. 
15 
22 
6,7,8 
10 
11 
15 
16 
17 
24 
25 
31 
14 
26-29 
Mar. 	 11-14 
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• * * Logger Winter Sports Calendar * * * * * * 
Women's Basketball  
Nov. 16 ALUMNI GAME HOME - 6:00 
22-23 California State, L. A. Tourney Away - TBA 
28-30 Montana Tech Tourney Away - TBA 
Dec. 5 WHITMAN HOME - 5:00 
7 WHITWORTH HOME - 6:00 
9 AURORA HOME - 6:00 
13 St. Martin's College Away - 7:00 
20-21 HOLIDAY CLASSIC HOME - TBA 
Jan. 2-4 Chico State Tourney Away - TBA 
10 SHELDON JACKSON HOME - 7:00 
11 Western Wash. Tourney Away —6:00 
14 Seattle University Away —7:00 
17 Central Wash University Away - 7:00 
18 Lewis & Clark University Away —6:00 
21 SEA1TLE PACIFIC HOME - 7:00 
25 SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY HOME - 7:00 
28 ST. MARTIN'S COLLEGE HOME —7:00 
Feb. 4 CENTRAL WASH UNIVERSITY HOME —7:00 
7 LEWIS & CLARK STATE HOME —7:00 
10 Simon Fraser University Away —7:00 
12 Pacific Lutheran University Away —7:00 
15 Western Washington University HOME —6:00 
18 Seattle Pacific University Away - 5:30 
20 SEATFLE UNIVERSITY HOME —7:00 
Men's Basketball  
Nov. 	 16 ALUMNI GAME HOME —8:00 
20 Western Baptist College Away - 7:30 
22-23 	 Humboldt State Tournament Away - TBA 
29 LEWIS & CLARK COLLEGE HOME —7:00 
Dec. 	 2 HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY HOME -7:00 
7 CHICO STATE HOME —8:00 
20-21 HOLIDAY CLASSIC HOME —7:00 
Jan. 	 2 Lewis & Clark College Away - 7:30 
4 UNIVERSITY OF B. C. HOME - 7:00 
7 Seattle Pacific University Away - 7:30 
11 Fresno Pacific College Away - 7:30 
14 University of Calif.—San Diego Away —7:00 
15 Master's College Away - 7:30 
22 SHELDON JACKSON HOME —7:00 
24 LEWIS & CLARK STATE HOME —7:00 
30 Seattle University Away —7:00 
Feb. 	 1 Western Washington University Away —7:00 
4 Central Washington University Away - 7:30 
6 SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY HOME - 7:00 
8 Lewis & Clark State Away - 7:00 
12 CENTRAL W.U. HOME— 7:00 
15 ST. MARTIN'S UNIVERSITY HOME - 8:00 
19 WESTERN W.U. HOME— 7:00 
22 Simon Fraser University Away - 7:00 
27 SEATTLE UNIVERSITY HOME— 7:00 
29 St. Martin's College Away - 7:00 
Classifieds 
* 
a 
Is 
ADOPTION. Give your baby a loving 
home! We are a married couple who can't 
have children, building a family by 
adoption. Please let us help. Call our 
attorney Joan collect (206) 728-5858, ask 
for file #9256. 
Start your own business: Looking 
for highly motivated individuals to 
manage a summer franchise. Opportunity 
positions available for Summer, 1992. 
Call now 1-800-665-4992. 
Call for Artists: Waterfront Gallery @ 
Waterfront Books is reviewing work for 
future shows. Submit five slides with 
SASE. 223 Washington Avenue, 
Bremerton, WA 98310. (206) 373-2343. 
Fast and Easy Income! Earn 100's weekly 
stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed 
stamped envelope to: Fast Income, P.O. 
Box 641517, Chicago, IL 60664-1517 
earner for students. Australian Sheepskin 
Ugg Boots. No inventory requirements. 
Information call (714) 673-5908 or write 
503 1/2 Goldenrod, Corona del Mar, CA 
92625. 
Learn Real Life Business Skills: 
Run your own summer franchise. Position 
open for Summer, 1992. Call now for 
more info. @ 1-800-665-4992. 
Fundraiser: We're looking for a top 
fraternity, somrity, or student organization 
that would like to earn $500 - $1500 for a 
one week on-campus marketing project. 
Must be organized and hard working. Call 
JoAnn or Sabrina at (800) 592-2121. 
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately! 
No experience necessary. Process FHA 
mortgage refunds. Work at home. Call 1-
405-321-3064. 
for students who need money for college, parental income. Results guaranteed. Call 
Every student is eligible for some type of anytime for a free brochure at (800) 283-
financial aid regardless of grades or 8600 ext. 899. 
Wholesale Distributorship. Proven income FREE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION 
p 
Question of the week:What is your favorite SUB meal? 
Celia Holt, Sopho- 
more: 
"Sandwiches...anything 
but Liverwurst." 
Jay Gotschall, 
Junior: "Muffins ... aii 
kinds." 
-44 
Lisa Martinez, 
Junior: 
"Combread ... that's it." 
'1 rash mountain frivolous 
To all of you Trash-pickers who "cre-
ated" the pile of garbage in front of the 
SUB. I must say your efforts really fell 
short. Why didn't you have 50 gallon 
drums of the human excrement that was 
flushed out of the dorms sitting out there 
too? Because this was simply a sensation-
alistploy to stir upa sense 
of social guilt the addi-
tion of the drums would 
have really emphasized 
your point. Emphasized 
itto where it would have 
shown it to be the cha-
rade it really was. 
But what point were 
you really trying to 
make? We all create gar-
bage so why didn't you 
post the addresses of all 
your club members so we 
can prowl around your 
Dear Syd, 
If you don't mind my asking, just what 
course did you take for your natural world 
core? It couldn't have been biology, for 
besides being themostsclf-satisfied load of 
hubris I've read lately (and I've read many 
in The Trait), your polemic was fundamen-
tally flawed in any attempt to base itself in 
science. "What is the difference between 
one spermatozoa and one fertilized ovum? 
The difference is that the former is the 
product of the male genitalia and the latter 
is the product of the female ovaries." Well, 
Syd, although you may possess some spe-
cial hermaphroditic powers, the product of 
most women's (sorry Maria, the 'y' in your 
version just doesn't seem to equalize the 
language for me, especially since the male 
donates the Y chromosomes) ovaries is an 
unfertilized ovum, containing a single X 
chromosome which, unless fertilized, flow 
naturally out of a woman's body. (In case 
you don't believe me, Thompson is the 
building next to [the] tennis courts. They 
can answer any points you may be having 
trouble with.) Now, as far as I know, not 
many women are castigated by white 
males—yes, to remove all doubts, I admit I 
am one—simply for completing their men-
strual cycle, though some tell me the pro-
cess itself is punishment enough. 
Of course, I may be misconstruing the 
biological facts for some larger philosophi-
cal point you were attempting to make that 
Applaud the real people, please 
In order to get the public and the government to take action over the AIDS crisis, people 
in the public eye need to come out who are liv positive. Magic Johnson has done this and 
it may do a lot to show the American public that AIDS affects everyone. He is one of those 
brave people who has taken a stand, and been honest in the face of criticism and suspicion. 
Criticism and suspicion? Criticism and suspicion of what? 
When Mr. Johnson appeared on Arsenio I-kill last week, Arsenio said that he would stand 
by him in the face of "Criticism and suspicion." There are those words again. It was even 
more interesting when Magic said, "...I am far from being a homosexual," and the audience 
cheered, giving an Arsenio "hoot, hoot, hoot." This is troublesome because it demonstrates 
our nation's attitude towards the AIDS crisis. It shouldn't matter how he got the virus. 
What would have been different if Magic had gotten AIDS from a homosexual lover? 
Would he have atinounced it on Arsenio? Or would he have been just another statistic? 
People are always warning the public, "This is not just a Gay disease. This is not just an 
IV drug user disease." The implied statement is that "real people get the disease too." 
Who are all the unreal people? This virus has ravaged the gay and black communities 
already, and the only response to their cries of help has been silence from our government. 
But then again, there was that brilliant plan where the government urged them to "just say 
no," to sex and drugs. 
Were they kidding? 
People don't need the threat of a slap on the wrist. People need to be educated. People are 
going to have sex and do drugs even if Nancy Reagan shakes her finger at them. People need 
to learn how to have sex safely, and if they are going to do drugs, they need to learn how 
to do drugs without transmitting HTV. 
Sandra Bernharcjt was on Arsenio a few days later and summed up the problem very well 
when she said, "(When AIDS) ravaged the gay community, that was O.K. When it ravaged 
the black community, that was O.K. But now that someone important has it, maybe we'll 
see some action." 
Magic Johnson is important. He is a human being. His courage and effort to educate the 
public should be applauded. What he has done is very brave, and not many people in our 
society have that kind of courage. People just need to know that no one asks to get a virus. 
No one deserves to get a virus. And all people are real people.  
1 il 1 CA 1 
I, lacking the wondrous benefit of the self-
affirmed honors education core you pro-
pounded a few weeks ago, missed. Then 
again, it doesn't seem like much of an 
education if it teaches one to ground her 
arguments on false premises and grossly 
misrepresent her sources. 
The source I'm specifically referring to is 
the Pulitzer Prize winning book, The Drag- 
)fl(ffJ',J4,, .,h.,$. 
.-. .., 4•t_1S, full_Il OU 
quote entirely out of 
context. Sagan does 
indeed point to the ex-
treme inanity of many 
pro-lifer's arguments, 
or "anti-choicer's," if it 
makes you feel any 
more superior. How-
ever, prior to this he 
emphasizes the imbe-
cilities of many pro-
choicer'sarguments and 
concludes that only a 
rational discussion of 
when distinctly human 
life emerges will offer any solution to this 
national dilemma. By citing his statements 
out of context you only prove his point 
about the absurdity of any extreme, irratio- 
nal, emotional arguer. But, after reading 
other sophistry by you, I can see you're used 
to out-of-context quotes from authority since 
you can't seem to reason Out issues on your 
own. 
In closing, I'd like to thank The Trail for 
again proving its liberality by illiberally 
presenting only one, extreme, uneducated, 
and meglomaniacal side of an issue (espe-
cially of note is the placement of these 
sentiments in "Features" and not "Opin-
ions"). 
Earnestly, 
Mark McGinnis 
Edilor'snoze:Although the article in ques-
tion was in fact in the Features section, it 
was labled as an opinion. As with most 
guest opinions, the opinions expressed do 
not always reflect those of the entire Trail 
stc4ff'. 
Kudos to the core story 
Editor, The Trail: 
The October 31, 1991 letter by Syd Van 
Atta and Ray Kahler cannot be improved 
upon. I have never had the pleasure of 
teaching either of them, nor have I met them, 
and I feel deprived of an important educa-
tional experience. If our faculty had the 
gumption and courage ofthese two students, 
we would notbe forced to come to grips with 
the political economy program that Van 
Atta and Kahler rightly call "laughable" and 
"educational fraud." It is indeed both of 
these and more: it is boondoggle worthy of 
the US House ofRepresentatives. The semi-
narrelies upon texts so outdated that, even if 
the faculty participants in the seminar were 
to understand them, they would be about as 
equipped to teach political economy as lam 
to teach physics. The faculty are given time 
off from teaching to take a course they do not 
enjoy and are ill-equipped to appreciate. 
The thought of these faculty standing in 
front of a class claiming to know something 
about political economy causes me shame. 
These faculty are superb in teaching, what 
they are qualified tO-teach; I have taken two 
courses from one of them and can attest to 
his skill. We are fortunate to have him on 
campus. Let him do what he does so well. 
LETTERS continued on page 15 
LT, 1771 
Idlers 
 
"If we recycle 
enough to create 
that warm fuzzy 
feeling inside of us 
maybe the deple-
tion of the ozone 
layer won't feel so 
bad." 
S 
n 
a 
I 
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Page 14 Opinions 
House to sniff out your 
waste? 
Or could it be if we recycle enough to 
create that warm fuzzy feeling inside of us 
that maybe the depletion of the ozone layer 
and rain forest won't seem quite as bad? Or 
just maybe you simply don't have what it 
takes to tackle the big boys, so you went 
after people who have little political and 
economic power? 
So why don't you come clean and specify 
exactly what your agenda and organiza-
tional goals are, besides using knee-jerk 
sensationalist tactics. 
Personally, I think the dorm residents are 
doing pretty damn good because I saw a 
whole convoy of half-rack cardboard troop 
transports, but no dead soldiers. 
But you probably failed to notice this due 
to your self-glorification with your Mount 
Everest of Trash. 
Lyle Kepler 
Van Atta flunks biology 
4 
November 14, 1991 
LETTERS from page 14 
Let others who enjoy political economy, and 
are trained to teach it, do so. 
How did we get in this mess? Presumably 
somebody at UPS thinks that interdiscipli-
nary instruction must be implemented, not 
by matching disciplines that logically co-
here, but by creating bizarre combinations 
that are truly incompatible. Political science 
and economics have much to say to one 
another. They have similar methodologies, 
similar data, and similar theories. What 
these methodologies, data, and theories have 
to do with various humanities is less obvi-
ous. That my colleagues in the humanities 
have been commandeered in the service of 
Op 
ments" is the product of hours of carefully 
reasoned arguments motivated by a sin-
cere concern for the "intellectual growth 
of Puget Sound students." This is good. 
Thus I hesitate to continue my criticism of 
their article because I never want people 
like them to stop questioning and chal-
lenging the various societal structures we 
live within. However, people in academic 
communities sometimes present their 
views from a detached, philosophical per -
spective which is not reflective of reality. 
The article criticizes the core from a sen-
sationalized, theoretical idealism which is 
well-meaning, but misleading and some-
what unjustified. 
inions 
edly negative description of the core. 
I believe the objective of a liberal arts 
education is to encourage the development 
of human potential by exposing individuals 
to a variety of perspectives. I support and 
participate in the rigors of academic life 
because I think intellectual development 
can help maximize an individual's human 
potential. However, intellectual develop-
ment alone is often barren of meaning, and 
human potential is not cultivated strictly 
through exposure to higher education. Thus 
I caution against the simplicity of con-
demning the present core as an "intellectual 
sham" which "falls far short of the objec- 
tives of liberal educa- 
Page 15 
most of the changes, although as a science 
major I know that teaching the primary 
sciences in a "comprehensive and inte-
grated manner" looks good on paper but is 
difficult to accomplish. So I apologize to 
Syd Van Atta and Ray Kahier for respond-
ing to their detached theoretical perspec-
tive with my own detached theoretical per-
spective somewhat sensationalized. 
I understand that to effect change in our 
society often requires the techniques of 
sensationalism, and it is against this which 
I express my ultimate disappointment. 
Miriam Chong 
an inherently illogical mission makes the According to the ar- 
political economy "program" not merely tide, the purposes of 
lamentable but tragic. The same mentality the present core are 
appeared when the faculty, mercifully, re- "to satiate the vora- 
jected the American cultures course as ama- cious parochial appe- 
teurish and ill-conceived. tites of the various 
I relish various humanistic pursuits and academic depart- 
am shocked that our students do not under- ments and to serve as 
stand opera and serious music, fine arts and public relations pro- 
literature, and the joys of being a polyglot. paganda to allay the 
Thus I favor large doses of humanities for all fears of parents." The 
our students. However, with Ms. Van Atta university promotes 
and Mr. Kahler, I prefer my humanities a"fraudulent,euphe- 
unadulterated 	 by 	 interdisciplinary mistic portrayal of 
coursework too bizarre even to be faddish, distribution require- 
tion." 	 The fertilized ovum The present core is 
not an intellectual 
sham. This is my  product of men, too 
fourth year at UPS, 
	 In response to Syd Van Atta's article, "Is 
and if I felt my intel- 
	 Every Sperm Sacred? Or Should Ejacula- 
lectual growth was 
	 non be Legal?" the answer is not as obvious 
being "recklessly sac- 
	 as she would have it seem. Pro-choice 
rificed neither me nor 	 myself, I believe in a woman's right to 
my approximately 	 control her body. The article asked, "What $12,250 times four 
	 is the difference between one spermatozoa 
would still be here. 
	 and one fertilized ovum? The difference is 
UPS's core is a valid 	 that the former is a product of the male 
attemptataccomplish- 	 genitalia while the latter is the union of a 
ing the impossible. 	 rMiit-'t of thp mu1 	 nt1 ,nd nnrnliit't 
I urge the faculty to take these students 
seriously. I urge the faculty to refuse to 
accept the political economy program as a 
legitimate academic enterprise. 
Sincerely, 
Harmon Zeigler 
Core not a sham 
I have not spoken with either Syd Van Atta 
or Ray Kahler, but I would assume and hope 
that their written criticism of the core in "A 
challenge to the mediocrity of core require- 
ments as a core" 
while the "intellectual growth of Puget 
Sound students is being recklessly sacri-
ficed." 
I make the bold assumption that such 
brutal criticism of the core is a reflection of 
concerns which extend beyond mere dis-
content with the course selection to en-
compass philosophical ideas of what 
people living in modern society should be 
striving for in the education and ultimately 
their life process. It is in this spirit that I 
express my concern about this exaggerat- 
The core could be im-
proved and this will always be the case, but 
I am not dissatisfied with the liberal arts 
education I have received. The core is not 
something I was passively subjected to. I 
chose which core classes to take and I am 
responsible for what I learned. Learning is 
an interactive process, and I blame my 
liberal arts deficiencies on myself first, not 
the curriculum of UPS. 
Note that I have not commented on the 
actual content of the article, that is, the 
proposed changes. In fact, I agree with  
of the female ovaries. Blatantly false state-
ment such as this not only undermine the 
pro-choice movement, but deny the male 
any right to the potential life he helped 
create. Ultimately abortion should be a 
woman's choice. However, using the de-
nial of the male contribution to the creation 
of the zygote in order to further women's 
rights is as unfair as it is hypocritical. The 
fact that this potential life lies inside the 
woman does not strip the male of his rights 
as an integral part of the union. 
David G. Watson 
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UNTIL 7 PM SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 
/4 
•%% 
& 
NO COVER 
CHARGE WITH 
ASB CARD 
MICROS & IMPORTS ON DRAFT! 
$1.75 WELLS, $1 POUNDERS, 
750 7 OUNCE BOTTLES, 
$2 PITCHERS ALL-NIGHT, 
SCRATCH MARGARITAS $3.50 (Made 
with Jose Cuervo) 
-Darts, Pinball, Video Games, Pool 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS: 
College Nites Out! Come early for 
dinner then dancing from 9-2. 
Dinner specials start at 4 pm. $5.95 for 
1 1/2 pounds of fresh clams. Also, $1 
margaritas, kamikazes, and tequila A shots from 9-11.  
SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS: /f 
$3.95 steak and egg specials / t 
for breakfast. Patty Melts are 
$4.95, Broiled Beef Dogs / 
are $1.50 &Nachos 	 / 
Grande for $4.95 both / 
days. Seahawk 	 / '$ 
burger for $3.95 / 
on Sunday. 	 4 s 
MONFRI: 
nch at 11. 
Daily 
specials// 
 
HAPPY HOUR ALL DAY 
& Big Screen TVs= 
 WATCH FOR OUR BEER TASTING PARTY AND 
PAJAMA PARTY COMING SOON! 
MONDAY NIGHT: 
AU ages welcome for Monday night football via satellite at 6 p.m. 
with QB-1 football and all you can eat spaghetti for $3.95 from 5 to 9. 
TUESDAY NIGHT: 
Ladies Nite with dancing from 9-2. Make Your Own Tacos & Fajitas. 
'equila shots are $1, wells are $1.75, scratch margaritas are $1.00 
nd Corona beers are $1.50. 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT: 
All-Around Sound Productions presents Laser Karaoke 
from 8 pm - midnite with prizes and contests. Come 
in early for dinner specials and get your vocals warm! 
THURSDAY NIGHT: 
All You Can Eat Buffet from 6-8. $3 for ladies, $4 
for guys, $2 for kids. Dancing from 9 -2. 
7 
COME WATCH THE 
/ 	 OLLEGE AND PRO GAMES / ZWEEKEND ON LIVE WITH QB-1 FOOTBALL. SEE MIAMI / TAKE ON FLORIDA STATE SAT- /URDAY AT 9 AND SEATTLE VS. THE LA RAIDERS SUNDAY AT 1. ALSO, BE 
SURE TO JOIN US EARLY FOR BREAK- 
FAST FEATURING OUR $3.95 STEAK 
& EGG SPECIAL. WE OPEN AT9 AM. 
ALSO FEATURING 
BEST REMIXER IN 
TOWN KEN THOMPSON 
WITH THE HOTTEST LIGHTING 
AND SOUND SYSTEM IN 
THE SOUTH SOUND. /,L& 
 
DANCING 9 pm -2 
  am i W& (a 
TUESDAY - SATURDAYw \ - 
SUNDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT 5 PM\ 
FOLLOWED BY COMEDY NIGHT 
) FEATURING THE AREA' S BEST COMEDIANS 
AT 8 WITH DANCING AFTERWARD. 
71(V) "7th St. West, Tacoma 
Hours: 
565-9378 Mon - Fri 11 am -2 am 
Sat-Sun 9 am - 2 am 
Must be 21+ after 9 p.m. except on Mondays 
when all ages are welcome. 
